and ability to efficiently and effectively bring together, analyze, and interpret huge dataset from various sources and with a wide variety of data types.
This brings us back to the spin-off company. The message the founders of the spin-off wanted to convey is clear. Starting from the humongous data availability, enabled by the omnipresent trend of increasing digitization, see also (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014) , in turn enabled by the still relevant Moore's law (Moore, 1965) , data analytics is here to lead the way in many fields of science, technology, and decision making. We just need to think of modern medical research and its increasing reliance on molecular computing, molecular modeling, all the 'omics' research that has become mainstream in biomedical sciences, the availability of huge amounts of patient and clinical data, etc. In short, the continuous and significant progress in computing power, sensor technology and data capture, process and processing technology, mathematical engineering, and algorithm development are enabling the capture, the analysis, and the use of data as never before.
It thus is logical that across the globe scientific communities are now organizing around data analytics as a "field." New publication outlets emerge that support this journey. The Journal of data and Information Science (JDIS) (www.jdis.org) is one of them. It devotes itself to the converging area of data science, information science, and computer science, focusing on the study and application of theories, methods, techniques, services, etc., using big data to support knowledge discovery for decision and policy making, where the big data may include metadata or full content, text or non-textual, structured or non-structured, domain specific or cross-domain, dynamic or interactive data.
The consequences of this evolution are far-reaching. It creates exciting opportunities. Take for instance the seminal work by Charles P. Snow (Snow, 1959) . In this book, Charles P. Snow develops and describes the concept of the Two Cultures. The two cultures he identified were those of the literary intellectuals and of the natural scientists. Between them, a wide and insurmountable gap exists, he claims. This profound incomprehension and mutual suspicion impede the application of technology to alleviate the world's grand challenges.
It is obvious that today's digital and data revolution challenges the very concept of two cultures. The advent of fields of inquiry like digital humanities points to the blurring of boundaries between the two cultures. Digital technology and information science are at the origin of a novel "merger" of the two cultures, creating new opportunities for research and theory development. And this brings us back to the spin-off and its strapline.
"Let the data speak for themselves" thus highlights the tremendous opportunities for scientific inquiry that emerge from the digital and data science revolution. However, it also brings an important caveat to the research desk or bench. Data that merely speak for themselves may lead the way to an overly inductive scientific approach. Such inductive approach, though, can never substitute for diligent, accurate and rigorous theory development and building.
As a consequence data and information science should become strongly linked to the theory dimension of any scientific inquiry. It is obvious that the sophistication of novel data and information science methods offers tremendous opportunities for theory testing, theory advancement, and theory development. In order to fully capture those opportunities, it is important to avoid the slippery slope of pure induction. Hence, this perspective is a plea for the technical developments in data and information science to be continuously focused and fine-tuned by the selective lens of theory building and advancement. So, instead of letting the data speak for themselves, we should let them speak for theory.
